Don’t waste the opportunity to make a difference

**Room Bin**
Your room bin should only be used for **green bin** recycling material. Any other waste should be put in the relevant kitchen bins.

**Recycling**
Paper, clean cardboard, envelopes, empty cans, aerosol cans, washed food tins, plastic bottles, washed plastic food packaging in the **green bin**.

**Food waste**
Food leftovers, eggs (including shells), tea bags and coffee grounds, fruit, vegetables, meat and fish, including bones. And any other food waste in the **brown bin**.

(Kitchen bins are emptied for you during the week, but if your food bin is full in between collections you should empty it in the external food bin)

**Glass**
Glass bottles, jars and any broken glass should be put into the black bag and then emptied into the external **black bin**.

**General Waste**
Plastic film, used pizza boxes, polystyrene, polythene and most other items that cannot be recycled into the **blue bin**.

**Batteries**
Dead batteries can be given to the cleaning staff or disposed of at the bins in the recycling zone near Dr Bike.

**Clothing/ Textiles**
Unwanted clothing can be donated to the British Heart Foundation, found at: The Village Courtyard, between Browne House and Wolfson Close, Dr Bike, Central car park and Suffolk Terrace.

Find out more at:
www.uea.ac.uk/about/sustainability/campus/recycling

*You are obliged under the terms of your licence to recycle*